
Our Contributing Members

A nother Language celebrates its 20th Anniversary with our 
newest production InterPlay: Loose Minds in a Box. This 
InterPlay is a multi-faceted telematic event that consists of six 
simultaneous performances that occur in six states throughout 
North America. The performances incorporate theater, text, music, 
performance art, virtual reality, and motion capture which are 
concurrently captured, mixed, digitized, encoded and streamed 
onto the network.

Loose Minds in a Box is a collaborative work that explores the Loose Minds in a Box is a collaborative work that explores the Loose Minds in a Box
basic concept of the box. The box is a metaphor for the physical, 
social, political or psychological constraints that we and/or others 
place upon us. The box also represents a sense of place in the 
realm of the virtual, as well as, in our subconscience. With the 
integration of all collaborating artists and technologists, we look 
at many of the numerous representations the box encompasses.box encompasses.box

Another Language
Performing Arts Company

InterPLay: Loose Minds In A Box

Our Mission
The mission of Another Language is to combine different art 
forms in innovative ways and to broaden access to community arts 
education with the aid of todayʼs communications technology.

Sponsors

The University of Utah Center for High Performance Computing
The University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Arctic Region Supercomputing Center
University of Montana, Missoula

Univerisity of Illinois, Chicago - Electronic Visualization Lab
Purdue University - Envision Center for Data Perceptualization

University of Maryland, College Park

Interplay
Artistic Statement

InterPlay is a multi-faceted event that consists of two or more 
performances that occur simultaneously. The performances are 
concurrently captured, mixed, digitized, encoded and streamed 
onto the network. The director manipulates each video stream to 
appear in any of the video playback windows. This creates a work 
that takes individual stories and weaves them into a multi layered 
distributed tapestry. Each artist has his/her thought process that 
leads to his/her artistic performance. The director moves that into 
another level by taking those performances and incorporating 
them into his own thought and creative process.

InterPlay should be viewed as a painting in motion. A myriad 
of colors, text, shapes and textures fl oat about the framed video 
space to the resonance of sounds, music and words. Within these 
visual and audible constructions, stories hover and pass through 
the viewerʼs thoughts, while in the overall fabric there is no pre-
conceived story. Images of the performers add the human dimen-
sion to the visual fabric, teasing the viewer into the possibility of a 
narrative, but stopping just short of telling an identifi able tale.

InterPlay is similar to the process that the brain performs dur-
ing the formulation of a dream sequence. Images that have been 
stored through recent experiences simultaneously emerge in 
pieces and the brain mixes them into a surreal sequence that 
loosely resembles a story. Video streams, similar to these emerg-
ing images, coming from several sites across the country and the 
world, is then combined into a richly woven audio-visual experi-
ence. Another Language has researched this process for more 
than ten years. We followed the growth of the technology through 
this period of time and have just recently been able to utilize this 
technology and form this process into a viable performance event. 
Another Language has made this artistic event a trademark.



Illinois
Chicago

University of Illinois, Chicago
Electronic Visualization Lab

Tina Shah - Performer
Helen Kostis - Performer
Gideon Goldman, Chris Rosenthal,
Jonathan Rosenthal - Access Grid Support
www.evl.uic.edu

Utah
Salt Lake City

Center for High Performance Computng

Jimmy Miklavcic - Director
Beth Miklavcic - Assistant Director, Closet Performer
Erik Brown - Box Builder
Sam Liston - Display Wrangler
Billy Gowen - Camera Operator
Kent Christensen - Documentation
Julio Facilli - Director
Joe Breen - Assistant Director of Networking
Joe Clyde - Network Engineer

www.anotherlanguage.org

Alaska
Fairbanks

Arctic Region Supercomputing Center

Miho Aoki - Computer Animation
Scott Deal - Composer, Percussionist

Paul Mercer -Visualization Systems 
Bob Huebert, Eric Petersen,

Donovan Kienenberger,
Jeremiah Dabney -Technical Support

www.uaf.edu/music/department

Maryland
College Park

University of Maryland

Nadja Masura - Dresser
Brian Buck - Performer

Moira Jackson - Dresserʼs Assistant
Peter Rogers, Nick Bartoli - Camera Operators

Lucas Zarwell, Jane Jerardi,
Sharon Mansur - AG Node Operators

www.theatre.umd.edu

Indiana
West Lafayette

Envision Center for Perceptualization

Dioselin Gonzalez - Virtual Reality
T. J. Rogers, Justin Heisler,

Joe Humbert - Motion Capture
Joe Hayes - Performer

Carol Cunninghan - Choreographer
David Sigman - Graphic Designer

Dwight McKay - Technical Architect
Laura Arns - Visualization Applications

Mike Bass, Nancy Cope - Access Grid Node Operators
www.envision.purdue.edu

Montana
Missoula

University of Montana
Charles Nichols - Composer, Violinist
Robert Wachtel - Director of Presentation 
Technologies Services
Dan Ballas, Don Earl - Assistant Node Operators
www.charlesnichols.com

“There was a girl
she left
taking with her
a small blue box
in it
was the world.” 
–Nadja Masura

“I thought I’d change my
appearance today

to see which side I’d show and
every side I showed today

redefi ned the side I’d show.”
–Beth Miklavcic


